
  Leeds Keep Our NHS Public meeting 12.5.21 

Issue Update/ Discussion Action 

Yorkshire March 
for the NHS 10.7 
Publicity: 
postcard  

Social media 

Street Stalls 

E mailing Trade 
Unions 

Speakers 

Road closure 

Music 

PA  
Art Gallery liaison 

Gilda noted that we have just had confirmation that we can use 
Victoria Gardens outside the Art Gallery to assemble on 10th July.     
Nick shared on Zoom some of Marc’s design work in progress  for 
front of the postcard. it has a strong rainbow background and looks 
great. Thanks Marc 
Gilda shared her initial draft copy for the back which suggests 3 
core messages for the march :  

Celebrate, thank and pledge support to all NHS staff,      
End privatisation and fragmentation. Keep Our NHS Public! 
Build capacity in the NHS and public health to meet needs  

Rob suggested we try to make the international comparisons more 
specific if possible. We discussed whether it would be useful to add a QR 
code as on the national leaflet for 3.7 but not sure this so relevant . 
However Nicola sent a link if we want to pursue this 
https://qrcode.kaywa.com/  

Share postcard widely  on facebook. Maybe tweet ? 

Agreed we go for 12 noon on Saturday June 12th and Saturday  June 26th 
in the usual spot next to Accessorize  

Asking them to urge members to attend the demo, bring placards, flags, 
banners etc and consider giving us some money to organise the demo.   

Agreed with Nick that we make sure that we have people with on the 
ground experience to speak and try to include a nurse on the front line. 
Also agreed that we invite Jane Aitchison  as President of Leeds TUC and 
try Tracy Brabin, the new West Yorks Mayor o a local MP .    

W. Yorks police commander has advised that we should organise the
road closures, which is very costly . Our official link is hoping there may
be room to manoeuvre.  If we have to pay we will need to seek
substantial funds from the trade unions.

The PCS Samba band is booked 

 Rob will assemble  a group of strolling musicians 

We really need extra power  

Mustn’t forget  

Marc aiming to 
complete his design by 
the weekend and will 
drop in the info.      

Gilda  to hone up back  
in light of comments  in 
liaison with John  

Gilda happy to  sort the 
printing through Leeds 
Printing Company and e 
mail and send bundles 
to Yorks campaign 
groups , TUs et al.   

Nick will post widely . 
All please share     

Help with  street stalls 
12/6 and 26.6  

G start contacting TUs.   
Everyone please try 
their branches.  
John e mail Tracy 
Brabin  & check if KONP 
Staff Voices can suggest 
a front line speaker.   
G ask Jane A to speak, 
and  talk to Unison St.Js  

G liaising with the 
police  

G to confirm details 
and liaise re payment  
Thanks ROB !  
J and G pursue ( TUC?) 

G write  to Art Gallery 

July 3rd NHS 
Birthday events 

John noted that HCT and KONP with NHS staff voices are calling for 
demonstrations or static protests/events round the country on Sat. 
July 3rd. They have produced a national leaflet and one with space 
to add local info. The focus is on NHS staff and their fight for 
decent pay but also patient safety and privatisation   

Publicise event(s) on 
3rd July and seek 
support  from  TUs, 
individuals and other 
groups.   

https://qrcode.kaywa.com/


Discussed what we might do in Leeds and agreed we call for a 
static protest with music and lots of banners on the edge of 
millennium square opposite the Brotherton Wing of LGI.  If that is 
difficult because of clashing use of the Square we will use our usual 
spot by the mini roundabout at A&E. 
We might want to consider putting in a short but merry 
appearance at St. James on Monday 5th as well ?    
( we could take chocolate and birthday pic frames? )   

Assemble 12 noon 3rd 
July Millennium Square  
near LGI. John, Rob and 
maybe Helen are up for 
playing music. We 
could have song sheets 
on standby! Expect 
protest plus birthday 
razzmatazz!  
 

Health Bill 
update.  

Mike noted that MP Jon Trickett has laid down an Early Days 
Motion opposing the Health Bill  with support of 20 MPs. see 
https://edm.parliament.uk/early-day-motion/58443  

 John P said there is a group called “ Every Doctor”  which seems to 
have been pursuing/ promoting this. They are also engaging with 
the fight against the Centene/Operose takeover of GP practices. 
KONP is trying to develop more dialogue with them.  
 

 

The recent 
elections and 
what they might 
mean for our  
campaigning   
 

Elections clearly somewhat depressing, although mixed but as Nick 
said KONP isn’t Labour or party political  which helps. He suggested 
we keep our focus on the public, listening and talking to people 
about the issues which affect them directly and expressed concern 
that some people may blame the NHS for their lack of health care. 
John noted an estimated 4.7m are waiting for treatment of whom 
380,000 have been waiting longer than a year.  
Gilda wondered if we should talk to Lib Dems as well as the Greens 
who have always been supportive. Also think about how we might 
engage with students next year and consider whether it might be 
useful to encourage the development of some form of alliance 
around public services.  Apart from the urgent need to push on 
Care and Support as well as the NHS, there is a push from several 
directions to take the buses back under public control and the new 
mayor has pledged support.  
Rob suggested We Own It could be a good conduit/ally. 
Ann noted groups working together are more powerful; Citizens UK 
are doing good work, empowering people in communities to 
become leaders and teaching them how to speak truth to power. 
Unite Community also helping people develop a voice and XR in 
Bradford are hot on public health issues like pollution 
     

 

Public enquiry   We had a brief discussion re the Government’s announcement of 
an Inquiry starting spring 2022.  Michael Mansfield QC, who is 
chairing KONP’s Inquiry reckons it would be unlikely to report until 
2025 ie after the next election. Also the Govt. will set the terms of 
reference to try to avoid getting asked the most difficult questions.   

 

 

NEXT LEEDS KONP MEETING WED.  26th May  6.30 – 8pm                                                                            

Will include  discussion re  Social Care .        Zoom info later                                                                                                         

KONP  PEOPLE’S INQUIRY  Wed. 19th
May  REGISTER FOR SESSION 7 HERE 

topic: Profiteering from People’s health.                         
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